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What a month it has been with wild weather down south
due to Cyclone Debbie. This has been devastating to
watch the destruction. All the team here at TCM
Rentals would like to extend our gratitude and respect to
all the supporters from around the regions that have come
together to help those families and business owners that
have been effected.

We have had a great month with a number of wins,
including turning around a large family home with new
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tenants in just 5 days. Now that's great news for our
clients no vacancy rate.

We are super excited to be showcasing one our top end
listings in this months newsletter. We love our diversity  in
our portfolio to mange a variety of different style homes
from units through to executive homes. 

Yours in Property,  

Ben Lee Long         
 

This month we go "On Location" to check out the new
Crystalbrook Development projects. The main scope of
works will be a total of 813 Hotel Rooms across three
hotel projects. Including Tradewinds, 163 Abbott St and
Bellview.

This is super exciting for Cairns to grow and improve our
economy and drive for a lower unemployment rate. The
projects not only provide immediate employment
numbers, they will also open up further opportunities to
grow our tourism industries with the extra bed capacity for
larger conference groups. 

We feel confident that Crystalbrook Group are here for
the right reasons and their commitment to a number of
major developments in Cairns that have kicked off already
we are very keen to watch the change of our skylines
over the coming months. 
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View Video

JUST LEASED...

Our owner was extremely impressed by the quick
turnaround on leasing their investment property. They
received the highest rental return of $710 p.w and had
numerous applicants to choose from. Well done team...

ACREAGE = lifestyle, lifestyle, lifestyle

It won’t be easy to click out of holiday mode in this
stylishly contemporary residence for the modern
pleasure-seeker. 

Cool, calm and sophisticated with a youthful edge, this
functional 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, plus study, is
enveloped in light and comfort. Neutrally painted walls,
with tasteful features, tiled and timber floors and large
open spaces create a style as timeless as the magical
views. The calming vista, captured through the extensive
use of open living, large veranda's and glass, will help you
forget your city stress. 
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This property screams 'lifestyle' and will reflect the
personality and taste of those accustomed to the best in
quality design, finishes and lifestyle.  

Say hello to Ben today to list your investment
property 0428 122 822 or email Ben

CLICK FOR AVAILABLE RENTALS

mailto:ben@tcmrentals.com.au
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WHATS ON IN FNQ?     

Various Dates - Want to learn how to cook like a
professional? The team at Cairns Cooking School are
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running some amazing culinary masterclasses to suit all
different taste buds. Click the link to check out their next
event details Cairns Cooking School

Just re opened - Looking for that perfect gift. Then
Makin' Whoopee's new handmade gift shop at 58 Shields
Street is the place to be. Think all things fun, quirky and
made with love then you have just hit the jackpot. Say hi
to the girls from us! 

8th June -  Get in EARLY - Couch Corporate Luncheon
& Auction to be held at the Pullman Cairns International
head to the COUCH website for ticket information.

Will we have enough money for our future when we
retire? This is a topic of discussion around our office. Will
it be enough to survive till we are in our eighties? Have a
go at the Retirement Calculator just to see how you will
fair later down the track.

RETIREMENT CALCULATOR
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What every property investor must know about the
power of compounding...Most of us have heard about
the concept of compound growth, the snowballing effect
caused by growth upon growth.

Read More

What happens if your landlord finds out you’re
hiding a pet in a rental? If you are hiding a pet in
your “no pets” rental, chances are your real estate
agent knows.

At least that’s the word from property managers, who say
they can spot the dead giveaways of a secret Fido or Mr
Mittens from a mile off.

HIDDING A PET?
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This month we head to the seaside suburb of Holloways
Beach. Its a lovely spot to cool off, take the dog for a
walk, sit and enjoy the fresh air, or cast out a fishing line.
A beach side café where you can have your feet in the
sand whilst reading the Real estate section of the paper.
Sounds like a pleasant way to spend the weekend if you
ask us. 

Interesting Property Statistics

Holloways Beach has a population of 2,283 people and
39.53% of its occupants live in rental accommodation.
The median listing price for houses is $375,000 and this
has changed -6.02% over the past year and changed
0.00% over 2 years.  

The median rent in Holloways Beach for houses is $350
per week and the median rental yield is 4.85%. Stock on
the market for houses/townhouses has changed -16.67%
compared to last year and the average time to sell a
house/townhouse is 166 days.The median listing price for
units is $165,000 and this has changed 3.12% over the
past year. The average unit takes 220 days to sell and the
median rent for a unit in Holloways Beach is $265 per
week, producing a rental yield of 8.35%.

 
 

Fingers crossed the wet season is nearly behind us and
its that time of year where your investment property
requires a little love and attention heading into Autumn.
We highly recommend that this is an optimal time to have
a professional  pressure clean of your property and
surrounding areas. Including walls, patios, pathways, pool
areas, driveways just name a few. Call Ben or the
team and we can arrange on your behalf and have that
invoice paid before end of financial year ready for the
accountant. Now that's service!
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HIGGINS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
OVERVIEW

 
CLICK FOR ALL YOUR SUPERANNUATION

NEEDS

 
EASTER BUNNY has been inundated with loads of
wonderfully coloured in Easter bunnies and egg pictures in
our TCM Rentals Easter colouring in competition. We would
like to thank you all for your amazing entries. It was very hard
for the Easter Bunny to choose however we have two
winners.

2-4 year age group winner: SELINA HIGMAN (Age 4)
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5-8 year age group winner: ALESSANDRA FORNERA (Age
6)

Well done, girls!! These entries stood out due to their use of
colour, neatness, and creative additions. You both win a
basket of goodies to share with your friends and family.
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